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SUMMARY

While it is getting
later in the business
cycle, the good news
is that the economy is
gaining strength and
there is no recession
in sight.

Weighing the pros
and cons, we believe
further growth will
prevail and additional
stock market profits
are in store for you.

Your investment portfolio generated strong gains with low volatility despite the
year starting full of uncertainty and concerns of a new and quite unorthodox
administration. This resulted in nicely positive returns for your wealth, which
adjusted for withdrawals, hit new all-time highs to end the year. So indeed, Happy
New Year to all!
Naturally, the question we keep hearing is: how much longer can this market continue
going up? While nobody can know the answer for sure, we take guidance from
business cycle cues that keep us on alert for what’s next. Our quick answer is, while it
is getting later in the business cycle, the good news is that the economy is gaining
strength and it appears is no recession in sight. Let’s review an old friend, our
business cycle schematic to help elaborate on what’s likely next for the markets and
what this means for your investment portfolio.

THE BUSINESS CYCLE ROAD MAP TELLS US WHERE WE ARE TODAY…

Your core stock
holdings are well
balanced amongst the
various economic
sectors and exhibit
common
characteristics of high
quality, solid value
and above average
dividend income.
Source: Pring Research

What will be
consistent about 2018
is the disciplined
approach utilized to
invest your hard
earned money.
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… AND MORE IMPORTANTLY, WHAT’S NEXT!

You may be familiar with our three bell curves model of the typical business cycle
featured above. This simple, yet elegant chart illustrates the relationship between
stocks, bonds, inflation-sensitive assets and the economy. The blue line represents the
trajectory of the economy (GDP), from boom to bust and back again. Stock prices (red
line) lead the economy, peaking and bottoming ahead of business activity. Lastly,
inflation and interest rates (green line) lag the economy. Where are we today? Stock
prices have certainly been strong, economic momentum is building and interest rates
and inflation are finally turning up from very low levels. All three are rising together!
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The shaded area is our best estimation of where we are in the cycle. Putting it all together, while we are
moving into the later stages of the business cycle there is potential for more upside in stock prices.
The real advantage of following the inter-relationship between the business cycle and financial asset prices is to
always be on alert for the next turning point. For us, each work week begins with a thorough review of market
and business cycle research. In fact, you may recognize the “three bell curves” (disguised as a mountain range in
the Pring Turner logo). This serves as a gentle reminder not to extrapolate the past forever into the future
because the economy and financial markets move in ever changing cycles.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK—THE GOOD AND THE BAD
Certainly, the business cycle is alive and well, growing
stronger by the day. Leading indicators for the economy
point toward a continued 3% growth rate or more. Recent
tax law changes for both individuals and corporations may
very well extend the economic momentum. On the other
hand, the Federal Reserve is beginning to take the punch
bowl away from the party by steadily raising interest rates
and starting “QT” (Quantitative Tightening) by slowly
selling off bond holdings. As detailed in the three bell curve
schematic, higher and rising rates later in the business
cycle have the potential to eventually choke off the
expansion. So, while it was relatively smooth sailing in
2017 and this year begins with strong market momentum,
investors should expect added bouts of volatility during
2018 as good and bad forces battle it out. Rising interest
rates and wider market swings could present new
challenges and opportunities. Weighing the pros and
cons, we believe further growth will prevail and
additional stock market profits are most likely in store.

TACTICS FOR 2018

WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE…

Good

Bad

Tax Reform

Expensive Stock
Market Valuations

Strong Economic
Momentum

Interest Rates
Trending Higher

Leading Indicators
Continue to Rise

Quantitative
Tightening

… GROWTH LIKELY TO PREVAIL
= MORE STOCK MARKET PROFITS.

Stocks: Accelerating economic growth and ever stronger corporate earnings should act as a continued tailwind
for stock prices. Your core stock holdings are well balanced amongst the various economic sectors and exhibit
common characteristics of high quality, solid value and above average dividend income. It is important to keep in
mind you do not own ‘the market’; rather you own a very select group of well established companies.
The stock market is now being driven by improving profits and earnings rather than lower and lower interest
rates. Historically, as you move from an interest rate driven market to an earnings driven market, late stage
stocks tend to outperform. Later cycle beneficiaries include energy, financial, industrial, technology and basic
materials, which are well represented sectors in your investment portfolio.
Bonds: In direct opposite fashion to stocks, stronger economic growth and a less accommodative Federal Reserve
combine to provide a headwind for bond investors. This environment calls for the continued use of a shorter-term
“bond ladder” in your portfolio. A bond ladder is a conservative strategy to manage bond investments (Click to
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Read), which invests roughly equal amounts of money in fixed income securities that mature on different dates.
This conservative strategy is a low risk way to generate predictable income flow while reducing the risk you face
from rising interest rates.

SUMMARY
As that legendary philosopher and baseball great Yogi Berra is oft quoted: “It’s tough to make predictions,
especially about the future.” This is good advice and no matter the direction or changes in the financial markets,
your investment success will depend not on predictions, but on our experience to anticipate and adapt to new
trends, and overcome challenges as they occur. What will be consistent about 2018 is the disciplined approach
utilized to invest your hard earned money. This proven investment process is designed to protect and grow
your valuable assets, especially when the underlying economic environment changes.
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome all new clients to the Pring Turner family and we look forward
to a successful relationship over many years. Thank you for the opportunity to help you achieve your financial
goals with peace of mind! We value your confidence and will work hard to earn your trust each day. As
always, please feel free to contact us should your circumstances change or if you have any questions.

2018 Pring Turner Financial Market Outlook
This is a friendly reminder that you, your family, and friends are invited to our 2018 Financial
Market Outlook! Please mark your calendars for January 20th at 9:00 AM at the Veterans
Memorial Building 3780 Mount Diablo Blvd Lafayette, Ca 94549. Key Topics Include:
 Economic and Market Outlooks
 Tax Reform: How Are You Affected?
 Steps to Insure Your Financial Affairs Are in Order
To RSVP please call Pamela at 925-287-8527

DISCLOSURES: Pring Turner Capital Group (“Advisor") is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The views expressed herein

represent the opinions of Advisor, are provided for informational purposes only and are not intended as investment advice or to predict or depict the performance of any
investment. These views are presented as of the date hereof and are subject to change based on subsequent developments. In addition, this document contains certain forwardlooking statements which involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results and conditions may differ from the opinions expressed herein. All external data, including the
information used to develop the opinions herein, was gathered from sources we consider reliable and believe to be accurate; however, no independent verification has been
made and accuracy is not guaranteed. Neither Advisor, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this information. Recipients of the
information contained herein should exercise due care and caution prior to making any decision or acting or omitting to act on the basis of the information contained herein.
Past Performance is no guarantee of future results. ©2018 Pring Turner Capital Group. All rights reserved.
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